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Abstract
The first step in generic video processing is temporal segmentation, i.e. shot boundary
detection. Camera shot transitions can be either abrupt (e.g. cuts) or gradual (e.g. fades,
dissolves, wipes). Sports video is one of the most challenging domains for robust shot
boundary detection. We proposed a shot boundary detection algorithm for soccer video based
on the twin-comparison method and the absolute difference between frames in their ratios of
dominant colored pixels to total number of pixels. With this approach the detection of gradual
transitions is improved by decreasing the number of false positives caused by some camera
operations. We also compared performances of our algorithm and standard twin-comparison
methods.
Keywords: Video segmentation, cut detection, gradual transition detection, dominant color
region, twin-comparison algorithm

1.

Introduction

The use of video data in the multimedia environment is increasing rapidly, and tools to handle
large volumes of video data are required. Temporal video segmentation is the first step
towards automatic annotation of digital video sequences. Its goal is to partition video into a
set of meaningful and manageable segments (shots).
A shot is defined as an unbroken sequence of frames taken from one camera. There are
two basic types of shot transitions: abrupt and gradual. A comprehensive survey of shot
detection algorithms is given in [1]. The simplest method for cut detection is to calculate the
absolute sum of pixel differences and compare it against a threshold [2]. The problem with
this method is its sensitivity to camera and object movements. A better method is to compare
block regions instead of individual pixels. Sensitivity to camera and object movements can be
further reduced by comparing histograms of successive images. The idea behind histogram
based approaches is that two frames with the same background and the same object (although
moving) will have little difference in their histograms. The techniques mentioned so far are
single threshold based approaches for cut detection and they are not suitable to detect gradual
transitions. A simple and effective two threshold approach for gradual transition detection is
the twin-comparison method [3].
These approaches for video segmentation process uncompressed video, but it is desirable
to use methods that can operate directly on the encoded stream. Working in the compressed
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domain reduces computational complexity (there is no need for decoding/re-encoding),
operations are faster because of the lower data rate of compressed video, and the encoded
stream contains a set of precomputed features that can be used for temporal video
segmentation. Some examples of algorithms for MPEG compressed domain are in [4] and [5].
In [10] a unified model for techniques on video-shot transition detection was introduced. This
approach is based on mapping the space of inter-frame distances onto a new space of decision
better suited to achieving sequence-independent thresholding.
Shot boundary detection in sports video is a challenging task. Ekin et al. [6] introduced a
new feature for the temporal segmentation of soccer video - the absolute difference between
two frames in their ratios of dominant (grass) colored pixels to total number of pixels. As a
second feature they used difference in color histogram similarity. Our approach is based on
first feature (the difference in the ratio of dominant colored pixels) and the twin-comparison
algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the detection of the dominant color region
is described. The twin-comparison algorithm is presented in section 3. Section 4 introduces
our algorithm for shot boundary detection. Finally, the results are presented in section 5.

2.

Dominant color region detection

In this paper we used the method described in [6] to find the dominant color of the soccer
field (a tone of green). The color image is in the RGB space with the color histogram of each
component defined as H[i]. The dominant color is determined by the mean values of each
color component which are computed around their histogram peaks. The first step is
determining the peak index for each component. Next, the interval [imin, imax] is found around
each peak, where imin and imax represent the minimum and maximum indices of the interval.
These indices must satisfy equations (1)-(6). The equations define the minimum (maximum)
index as the smallest (largest) index to the left (right) of the peak (including the peak) that has
a predefined number of pixels (e.g. K=0.2 – 20% of peak count). The mean color is computed
for each color component by (7).
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In (7) Qsize is the quantization size, and is used to convert an index to a color value. The
mean of each color component is then converted from RGB to HSI. For the color pixels in
each frame, we calculate the distance from each pixel to the mean color ( d cylindrical ) using the
robust cylindrical metric represented with equations (8)-(12):
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Hue, S and I refer to hue, saturation and intensity and j is the jth pixel. Pixel j belongs to
the dominant color region if it satisfies the constraint
d cylindrical  Tcolor

(13)

where Tcolor is the predefined threshold which is video dependent.

3.

Twin-comparison algorithm

A shot is defined as an unbroken sequence of frames taken by a camera. There are two basic
types of shot transitions: abrupt and gradual. Abrupt transitions (cuts) are simpler, they occur
in a single frame when stopping or starting the camera. Gradual transitions can be roughly
divided into two classes: those that simultaneously but gradually affect every pixel of the
image, and those that abruptly affect an evolving subset of the pixels, with the subset
changing in each frame. The first class includes dissolve and fade-in/out effects. Dissolves
show one image superimposed on the other as the frames of the first shot get dimmer and
those of the second one get brighter. Fade out is a slow decrease in brightness resulting in a
black frame; a fade in is a gradual increase in intensity starting from a black image. The
second class commonly includes wipe effects. Wipe transitions are generally characterized by
slowly sliding in or uncovering an image from a new shot, while simultaneously sliding out or
covering up the old shot. One of the most popular methods for detecting shot transitions is
comparing the histograms of consecutive frames. The assumption is that two frames which
have a common background and unchanging objects will show little difference in their
histograms. The basic formulation for histogram comparison is as follows: the histogram
(either color or grayscale) is computed for each frame and the difference is calculated as
shown in (14)
B 1

¦H

D i, i  1

i

j  H i 1 j

(14)
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Where Hi(j) is the jth element of the histogram of the it frame, and B is the number of bins
in the histogram. In this paper we used a difference function defined by the histogram
intersection (15):
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where M denotes the number of color components, Bm is the number of bins in the
histogram of the m-th color component and Him is the normalized histogram of the m-th color
component.
For two identical histograms the intersection is 1 and the difference 0, while for two
frames which do not share even a single pixel of the same color the difference is 1.
Histogram techniques for cut detection are based on the fact that cuts generate a big
difference between frames which results in high peaks in histogram comparisons. Therefore
cuts are easily detected using one threshold. Such approaches aren’t suitable to detect gradual
transitions. Interframe differences during gradual transitions are higher than those within a
shot, but they are still significantly lower than the difference when a cut is present. Camera
and object motions can cause bigger differences than gradual transitions. Hence, lowering the
threshold is not a solution because it increases the number of false positives.
The twin-comparison method [3] in addition to interframe differences uses cumulative
differences between frames of a gradual transition. In the first pass cuts are detected using the
high threshold Th (figure 1.) In the second pass the potential starting frame Fs of the gradual
transition is detected using the lower threshold Tl. Fs is then compared to subsequent frames
(figure 1). This is called an accumulated comparison because during a gradual transition this
difference value increases. The end frame of the transition is detected if two constraints are
satisfied: the difference between successive frames falls below Tl while the accumulated
difference increases over Th. If the consecutive difference falls below Tl before the cumulative
difference reaches Th the potential start frame Fs is dropped. In some gradual transitions the
consecutive difference falls below Tl. The problem is solved by allowing a certain number of
frames with low difference values before rejecting Fs. In [7] several temporal video
segmentation algorithms are compared and it is found that twin-comparison is a simple
algorithm that works very well.

Figure 1. a) consecutive and b) accumulated histogram differences

As suggested in [9], the lower threshold Tl can be calculated using equation (16)

Tl

P  DV

(16)

where P and V are the mean and standard deviations of interframe differences. The D is
constant (5 is the suggested value). For calculating Th the histogram of the difference values
of the clip is used. After identifying the peak value, we assign Th the index value that
corresponds to half of the peak value on the right slope of the peak. Th must be higher than
mean value.

4.

Shot boundary detection using twin-comparison algorithm and dominant
colored pixel ratio

Sports video is one of the most challenging domains for shot boundary detection because of
three observations presented in [6]. The first is a strong color correlation between sports video
shots. The reason for this correlation is the existence of a single dominant color background in
successive shots. Hence, shot change may not result in significant histogram difference.
Second, sports video is characterized by large camera and object motions. Pans and zooms are
often used, so existing shot boundary detection based on change statistics doesn’t work well
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with sports videos. And third, in sports video clips we can find cuts and gradual transitions.
Thus, the detection of all types of transitions is very important.
The twin-comparison algorithm is very sensitive to object motion, the appearance or
disappearance of objects, camera panning and zooming etc. In the original paper [3] the
problem is solved by passing detected transitions to the Motion Transition Removal test. In
the proposed algorithm we introduce a combination of the twin-comparison algorithm and a
feature presented in [6]- the absolute difference between two frames in their ratios of
dominant (grass) colored pixels to total number of pixels denoted by Gd. Computation of Gd
between ith and (i-k)th frames is given by (17)

Gd i, k

Gi  Gi  k

(17)

Using the grass colored pixel ratio we wanted to reduce the number of false positives in
gradual transition detection. Our approach is based on the assumption that frames in two
adjacent shots (before and after the gradual transition) often have a noticeable difference in
their Gd.
The second pass in the twin-comparison algorithm detects gradual transition when the
consecutive difference between frames falls below the lower threshold Tl and the cumulative
difference (between starting frame Fs and Fe) exceeds the higher threshold Th. We modify this
step by using an additional criterion for the detection of the ending frame in a gradual
transition:

Gd ( Fs , Fe ) ! Tg

(18)

where Gd(Fs,Fe) is the absolute difference in grass colored pixel ratio between starting frame
Fs and ending frame Fe, and Tg is a threshold that is video dependent. Equation (18) sets an
additional condition that starting frame Fs and ending frame Fe must satisfy: their difference
in grass colored pixel ratio must be higher than threshold Tg. With this approach we wanted to
reduce the sensitivity of the twin-comparison algorithm to object and camera motion. For
example, a typical situation in soccer video is player tracking using fast camera panning,
especially in close-up shots (above-waist view of person). In this case histogram differences
between frames are higher than low threshold Tl and the twin-comparison method will often
generate a false positive. The grass colored pixel ratio doesn’t change so significantly because
the shot usually displays one view (e.g. global view of the field). Therefore, checking the
difference in Gd will eliminate some false alarms.

5.

Results

We have tested the proposed algorithm on a data set of approximately 30 minutes of
soccer video. The test set is composed of 3 MPEG-2 clips (resolution 352*288 at 25 fps)
containing 85 cuts and 38 gradual transitions detected by a human observer. The algorithm is
implemented using the Intel Open Source Computer Vision Library [8].
A highly useful way to measure and compare the effectiveness of different algorithms is to
compute their recall (R) and precision (P):
R

P

Correct
u 100
Correct  Missed

Correct
u 100
Correct  FalsePositives

(19)

In table I recall and precision rates are given for the standard twin-comparison algorithm.
Table II shows results for our combination of twin-comparison algorithm and dominant
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colored pixel ratio. The performance of the algorithms for cut-type boundaries and gradual
transitions is tabulated separately.
Both algorithms use the same method for cut detection (the first pass of the twincomparison algorithm without Gd) and they have relatively high recall and precision rates for
cut-type boundaries (table I and table II).The twin-comparison algorithm has a low precision
rate (48%) for gradual transitions due to its well known sensitivity to camera and object
movements. Our algorithm generates a higher precision rate (62%) because the criterion
described with equation (18) eliminates some false positives.
However, for gradual transitions our algorithm has lower overall recall (42%) than the
twin-comparison algorithm (63%) because criterion (18) in addition to false positives also
eliminates some true gradual transitions. This problem occurs when we have a gradual
transition between two shots with similar grass ratio. Such transitions don’t pass the criterion
for Gd(Fs,Fe) and they are discarded as false positives. By lowering threshold Tg the recall rate
is improved, but simultaneously the number of false alarms grows and precision is lowered.
Thus, it is important to find the appropriate threshold.

Sequence

1

2

3

All

Length

4:40

6:40

5:00

16:20

Type

C

G.T.

C

G.T.

C

G.T.

C

G.T.

Correct

37

8

26

9

12

7

75

24

False

2

3

4

15

7

8

13

26

Miss

1

4

7

3

2

7

10

14

Recall

97

67

79

75

86

58

88

63

Precision

95

73

87

38

63

47

85

48

Table 1. Shot boundary detection results for twin-comparison algorithm [3] (C=cut, G.T.= gradual
transitions)
Sequence

1

2

3

All

Length

4:40

6:40

5:00

16:20

Type

C

G.T.

C

G.T.

C

G.T.

C

G.T.

Correct

37

6

29

5

12

5

78

16

False

2

2

4

4

8

4

14

10

Miss

1

6

4

7

2

9

7

22

Recall

97

50

88

42

86

42

85

42

Precision

95

75

88

56

60

56

92

62

Table 2. Shot boundary detection results for proposed algorithm (C=cut, G.T.= gradual transitions)

6.

Conclusion

In this paper a combination of the twin-comparison algorithm and dominant colored pixel
ratio was introduced. For gradual transition detection our algorithm generates fewer false
alarms than the standard twin-comparison algorithm and hence it has higher precision. During
camera and object movements the difference in grass colored pixel ratio doesn’t exceed
threshold Tg and this results with less false detections. However, the standard twincomparison algorithm has higher recall because our algorithm eliminates some true gradual
transitions.
Future work will include improvement of the recall rate for gradual transitions by
detecting camera operations that generate false alarms. For this purpose motion vectors from
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the MPEG bitstream can be used. Through motion vector analysis camera panning and
zooming can be easily detected.
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